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Donor # 3869 

Interview Notes 
 

Immediately, one would say that donor 3869 walks to the beat of his own 
drum. His alternative style and somewhat elusive demeanor makes him a 
difficult read at first. However, after speaking with him it becomes very 
obvious that he is much more considerate and conscientious than one may 
assume. 
 
Donor 3869 has an eclectic punk rocker dress code. He wore torn jeans, 
weathered checkered vans, a bandana and a metal chocker. It would not be 
surprising to see donor 3869 walking down the street with his ear buds blaring 
music into his ears. He has a bright beautiful grin and light blue almond 
shaped eyes. His skin is fair and creamy but looks as if exposure to the sun 
would give him a sun-kissed look and result in a tan. 
 
The donor spoke fondly of his father, revering him as a very intelligent man. 
He explained that his interactions with his father were always very respectful, 
with disagreements often being more like negotiations rather than fights. His 
sister, like himself, is a very creative person. She enjoys drawing and hopes to 
go into fashion design.  
 
Donor 3869 takes particular care of his health. He monitors what he eats, 
choosing healthier options when possible. He was also very thorough about 
his test results, asking to review them so he could receive the most detailed 
information as possible. These inquiries always prove to be very reassuring 
for our staff because it shows that he pays attention to detail. 
 
Overall, I would say that although donor 3869 may be considered a travelin’ 
man, he is also a grounded person that is taking advantage of his youth, and 
the flexibility that it provides. He is a daring individual that is not afraid to 
live life outside of traditional parameters. 
 
Interviewer:  Simone Lance                       Date:   December 4, 2007  


